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The many and diverse approaches to materials science problems 
have greatly enhanced our ability in recent times to engineer the 
physical properties of semiconductors. Silicon, of all 
semiconductors, underpins nearly all microelectronics today and 
will continue to do so for some time to come. However, in 
optoelectronics and, more recently, in photonics, the severe 
disadvantage of an indirect band gap has limited the application of 
elemental silicon. Here we review a number of diverse approaches 
to engineering efficient light emission in silicon nanostructures. 
These different approaches are placed in context and their 
prospects are assessed for applications in silicon-based photonics. 
 
Introduction 
 
The ubiquitous silicon microelectronics “chip” is taken for granted in modern society. 
There has been much research involved in producing these high technology marvels and 
such research continues unabated at a faster and faster pace. Despite the often stated 
announcement that “the age of GaAs has arrived”, it never quite has, and continued 
developments in Si and, more recently, Si1-xGex alloy/strained Si technology (1-3) 
continue to advance the frontiers of microminiaturization, complexity, and speed. This 
continued advance has been driven by application requirements in switching technology 
(e.g., computers) and high-speed electronics (e.g., wireless telecommunications). Gallium 
arsenide and other compound semiconductors have, however, maintained a significant 
role in the construction of optoelectronic and purely photonic devices where the medium 
of switching and communication is light itself (4). 
The merging of Si-based electronics with photonics has largely required the pursuit of 
hybrid technologies for light emitters and modulators (see, for example, Ref. 5), which 
are often both expensive and complicated to produce. The most satisfactory solution and 
still mostly a dream as far as electrically-pumped light sources are concerned would be 
optoelectronic devices created entirely from Si-based materials, where the extensive 
experience in Si fabrication and processing could be put to best use. Already, a wide 
range of optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs) incorporating Si or Si1-xGex as a 
detector or waveguide have been elaborated (1,5-10). Despite these advances, the major 
deficiency in Si-based optoelectronic devices remains the lack of suitable light emitters 
and especially lasers. 
The general requirements in Si-based light sources are efficient light emitting diodes 
(LEDs), lasers, and optical amplifiers for use in optical communications technologies 
such as fiber optics and displays. Operating wavelengths in the range 0.45–1.6 µm are 
needed to cover both full-color displays and the fiber-optic operating wavelengths of 1.3 
and 1.55 µm. Specific applications for such sources include fiber-optic transmitters, 
optical interconnects within and between computer chips, information display screens, 
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printing elements in xerography, and writing and readout of optical compact disc 
information. 
Many quite different approaches to alleviating the miserable light emission in bulk Si 
(~10
-4
 quantum efficiency at 300 K) have been proposed and are actively being explored 
(11-16). Some, such as Si1-xGex quantum well or Si/Ge superlattice structures, rely on 
band structure engineering, while others rely on quantum confinement effects in low 
dimensional structures, as typified by quantum dots or porous Si [ʌ-Si (17)]. Still another 
approach is impurity-mediated luminescence from, for example, isoelectronic substitution 
or by the addition of rare earth or transition metal ions. An overview of results obtained 
with some of these methods is given below with references to the primary sources for 
each development. However, in order to understand more fully the reasons why such 
different approaches are necessary, it is appropriate to review first what creates the 
optical emission problem in crystalline Si (c-Si). 
 
Optical Emission in Silicon 
 
Silicon crystallizes in the diamond structure (18), which consists of two 
interpenetrating face-centered cubic lattices displaced from each other by one quarter of 
the body diagonal. In zinc blende semiconductors such as GaAs, the Ga and As atoms lie 
on separate sublattices, and thus the inversion symmetry of Si is lost in III–V binary 
compounds. This difference in their crystal structures underlies the disparate electronic 
properties of Si and GaAs. The energy band structure E in semiconductors is derived 
from the relationship between the energy and momentum of a carrier, which depends not 
only on the crystal structure but also on the bonding between atoms, the respective bond 
lengths, and the chemical species. The band structure is often quite complex and can only 
be calculated empirically (19). 
The valence band structure is much the same for many semiconductors and exhibits a 
maximum at the Brillouin zone center or ī point (i.e., at wave vector k = 0). The notable 
difference between Si and GaAs is that the degeneracy in the ī25´ band maximum at k = 0 
is removed in the case of GaAs, because of the spin-orbit interaction, into ī6 andҏ ī7 
subbands. In general, E(k) has maxima or minima at zone center and zone boundary 
symmetry points, but additional extrema may occur at other points in the Brillouin zone. 
In the case of Si, the lowest point in the conduction band occurs away from high 
symmetry points near the X point at the Brillouin zone boundary (along <001>), whereas 
in GaAs it occurs at the ī point. The energy gap in a semiconductor is defined as the 
separation between this conduction band minimum and the valence band maximum at the 
ī point. For GaAs, the energy gap is classified as direct, because a transition can occur 
directly at k = 0 between initial and final states having the same wave vector. 
Correspondingly, Si is termed an indirect gap semiconductor, because the initial and final 
states have different wave vectors. 
In direct gap GaAs, an excited electron at the bottom of the conduction band can relax 
spontaneously back into a hole in the valence band by emitting a photon at the band gap 
energy. This electron-hole radiative recombination process can only occur in Si if 
momentum is conserved, i.e., the excited electron wave vector must be reduced to zero. 
This, in pure Si, occurs via the transfer of momentum to a phonon that is created with 
equal and opposite wave vector to that of the initial state in the conduction band. Such a 
three-body process is quite inefficient compared with direct gap recombination (14,20). 
This is why Si is such a poor light emitter. 
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The indirect band gap of Si is 1.12 eV at room temperature. The weak band-to-band 
light emission at this energy in the near infrared was first observed by Haynes and Briggs 
(21) using visible light excitation or by forward-biasing Si diodes. A review of the early 
work on intrinsic and extrinsic radiative recombination in Si has been given by Dean (22). 
Intriguingly, broad-band white light emission can also be seen by reverse biasing the Si 
diode to avalanche breakdown conditions (23). After decades of speculation, the most 
probable explanation of this phenomenon is a recombination model (24) involving hot 
carriers produced by impact ionization that subsequently recombine via a direct 
conduction-band to valence-band transition (25). 
Electron-hole pairs may bind to each other to form excitons, which can be either free 
or tied (bound) to impurities or defects (14,20). The decay of such excitons can lead to 
light emission that may be tunable by, for example, quantum confinement. Such excitonic 
emission is thus under active investigation in quantum well, wire, and dot structures (26) 
corresponding to carrier confinement in one, two, and three dimensions, respectively. 
 
Overcoming the Indirect Bang Gap Limitations in Silicon 
 
Materials engineering, a relatively new phenomenon in materials science, is now 
being actively applied to Si in an attempt to overcome the indirect band gap limitations in 
light emission from Si (1,9). In these various attempts, the aim is (i) to increase the 
efficiency of the luminescence by increasing the overlap of the electron and hole wave 
functions via, for example, confinement and band structure engineering, (ii) to tune the 
wavelength of the emission by forming alloys, molecules, and clusters, or (iii) to induce 
recombination at impurity centers (8). Such attempts can often involve several of these 
factors. Alternatively, hybrid methods are being explored where, for example, direct gap 
GaAs is joined with Si. Reviews of each of these methods have been given earlier (1,13). 
Here we consider just Si structures of nanometer dimensions. 
Research on the quantum confinement of carriers in silicon-based nanostructures 
including ʌ-Si, nanoclusters, and quantum wells, wires, and dots forms a large part of the 
work on light emission in silicon. Much of this work was stimulated by the discovery of 
bright visible light emission at room temperature in ʌ-Si reported in 1990 (27). The 
number of papers published per year on ʌ-Si alone has been approximately 500 for 
previous decade (28). The interest in nanostructures of Si stems from the effects of 
confinement on carrier wave functions when the crystallite diameter is less than the size 
of the free exciton Bohr radius of 4.3 nm (24) in bulk c Si. The quantum confinement 
increases the electron-hole wave function overlap, resulting in increased light emission 
efficiency, and shifts the emission peak to higher energy (13,14,29). 
 
Porous Silicon 
 
Porous silicon was discovered over 35 years ago by Uhlir (30) and is created by 
electrochemical dissolution in HF-based electrolytes. Hydrofluoric acid, on its own, 
etches single-crystal Si extremely slowly, at a rate of only nanometers per hour. However, 
passing an electric current between the acid electrolyte and the Si sample speeds up the 
process considerably, leaving an array of deep narrow pores that generally run 
perpendicular to the Si surface. Pores measuring only nanometers across, but 
micrometers deep, have been achieved under specific etching conditions. 
In July 1989, Canham conceived the idea of fabricating Si quantum wires in ʌ-Si by 
reverting to the much slower chemical HF etch after electrochemically etching c-Si. In 
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this way Canham proposed to join up the pores leaving behind an irregular array of 
undulating freestanding pillars of c-Si only nanometers wide. In 1990, Canham (27) 
observed intense visible PL at room temperature from ʌ-Si that had been etched under 
carefully controlled conditions. Visible luminescence ranging from green to red in color 
was soon reported by Canham et al. for other ʌ-Si samples and ascribed to quantum size 
effects in wires of width ~3 nm (27,31). Independently, Lehmann and Gösele (32) 
reported on the optical absorption properties of ʌ-Si. They observed a shift in the bulk Si 
absorption edge to values as high as 1.76 eV that they also attributed to quantum wire 
formation. Visible PL in ʌ-Si at room temperature was soon also reported by Bsiesy et al. 
(33), Koshida and Koyama (34), and Gardelis et al. (35) while visible 
electroluminescence was observed by Halimaoui et al. (36) during the anodic oxidation 
of ʌ-Si and, later, by Richter et al. (37) and Koshida and Koyama  (38) with a diode cell. 
Tremendous activity on research into the physical and associated chemical 
characteristics of ʌ-Si has ensued from these early reports with, unfortunately, 
considerable duplication of effort. It is impossible to mention all of this work here and 
interested readers are directed to a large number of reviews and books (17,28,39-49) on 
ʌ-Si for further aspects of this work. 
A strong PL signal has been observed from ʌ-Si at wavelengths from the near infrared 
through the visible to the blue depending on the sample porosity and the surface chemical 
treatment. It has even been possible using specialized preparation techniques to produce 
“white” light emitting ʌ-Si (39). For discussion purposes, it is convenient to divide these 
wavelength regions into three: near infrared, red-yellow, and blue. 
The most widely studied PL is in the far-red to orange-yellow region, which we shall 
denote simply as the “red” PL. This PL shifts to shorter wavelength with increasing 
chemical dissolution time. It was soon found that much smaller immersion times were 
required to produce noticeable blue shifts when the chemical dissolution was carried out 
in the presence of light. The spectra also show a blue shift with increasing anodization 
current density. The porosity of ʌ-Si increases with increasing anodization current density. 
Therefore, the behavior of the red PL spectra qualitatively reflects the differences in 
sample porosity and hence in the dimensions of Si nanocrystallites within ʌ-Si. The blue 
shift of the PL and optical absorption with increasing porosity provided the first 
important evidence that quantum confinement plays a significant role in ʌ-Si, which has 
since been confirmed by the observation of the splitting of the luminescent states, the 
polarization of the PL, and the phonon replicas seen in the PL under resonant excitation 
(49). Nevertheless, after much research, the controversy over the origin(s) of the red PL 
in ʌ-Si has persisted. This is because the PL peak wavelength and intensity are sensitive 
to the surface chemistry of ʌ-Si, particularly with regard to the relative amounts of 
hydrogen and oxygen on the surface. Thus, besides the quantum confinement mechanism, 
various surface state and defect models have been invoked to explain the various results 
(17,49). Although direct evidence of quantum confinement effects in ʌ-Si has been 
obtained via optical absorption measurements (50,51) the problems in explaining the PL 
of some samples in such a way are amply demonstrated by a study of oxidized ʌ-Si 
samples (52). In this case the samples had a sphere-like morphology (spherites) and the 
optical gap was seen to be in good agreement with theoretical predictions for quantum 
dots, but there was a substantial energy difference between the absorption and emission 
data at small spherite diameters (see Fig. 1). This energy difference has since been 
described as being due to an oxygen passivation effect (53). For H-passivated Si, 
recombination is via free exciton states for all crystallite sizes and follows the expected 
quantum confinement behavior. For oxygen-passivated nanocrystals, a stabilized 
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electronic surface state is postulated to form on a Si=O covalent bond and three different 
recombination mechanisms can be invoked depending on the crystallite size. For larger 
sizes, recombination occurs via free excitons since the band gap is not wide enough to 
stabilize the Si=O surface state; for intermediate sizes, recombination involves a trapped 
electron localized on the Si atom of the Si=O bond and a free hole; and for smaller sizes, 
recombination is via electrons trapped on the Si=O bond. Thus the respective roles of 
quantum confinement and surface passivation in red light emission from ʌ-Si are now 
understood and the controversy has been resolved. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  The PL peak energy (open circles) and energy gap from optical absorption 
(open squares) as a function of average spherite diameter in oxidized ʌ-Si samples at 
room temperature. Theoretical curves are shown for different models based on quantum 
dots (dashed line) and quantum wires (dot-dashed line), and in the effective mass 
approximation (solid line). (After Ref. 52) 
 
Oxidation of the ʌ-Si surface has been shown to produce blue PL (17). The blue PL is 
quite weak in as-prepared ʌ-Si and becomes intense only after strong oxidation. The blue 
PL has a much faster decay than the red PL and its origin is still of some debate. Models 
under consideration include band-to-band recombination in Si nanocrystals, emission 
from oxide, and emission due to surface states. Blue PL has been observed also in oxide-
free ʌ-Si simply by decreasing the size of the Si crystallites in accordance with the 
quantum confinement mechanism (53,54). In fact, the PL can be tuned from the c-Si band 
gap of 1.1 eV all the way up to ~3 eV by a judicious choice of the porosity in unoxidized 
ʌ-Si (53-55). 
The near-infrared PL (17) at ~0.8 eV (below the bulk Si band gap) exhibits complex 
non-exponential dynamics, with a wide distribution of decay times, and has been 
assigned to deep level transitions associated with dangling bonds on the surface of the Si 
nanocrystallites (56). 
From these considerations it is apparent that PL in ʌ-Si is very sensitive to the 
chemistry of ʌ-Si production and treatment. Crystalline-Si wires, c-Si spherites, and 
amorphous Si (a-Si) material, or any combination of them, may be formed in a given 
sample. The ʌ-Si layers thus formed may be far from uniform, which adds to the 
difficulties in analyzing their optical properties. Other light emitting species may also be 
formed on the surfaces of the anodized and otherwise chemically treated Si. 
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Despite all these disadvantages, the ease of production of ʌ-Si and the facts that the 
room temperature PL is very efficient [1–10% external quantum efficiency (28,48)] and 
that it is tunable through blue to near infrared wavelengths have led to impressive efforts 
to produce practical room-temperature devices. The latest red LEDs have exhibited 
external quantum efficiencies greater than 0.1%, lifetimes of the order of years, and 
extremely stable output power after appropriate passivation by alkenes (46,48,57,58). ʌ-
Si LEDs have been integrated into Si microelectronic circuits to provide an addressable 
LED display (59) and a focused-ion-beam (FIB) patterning technology has been 
developed (60) that permits a ʌ-Si display technology with pixel sizes down to 100 nm. 
However, improvements in efficiency and power dissipation are necessary for display 
applications, while an increased modulation frequency is required for optical 
interconnects (61). One way to improve the EL efficiency, to narrow the band width, to 
improve the directionality, and to increase the long-term stability is to insert the LED into 
a ʌ-Si resonant cavity (62). Even so, the long switching times observed in present ʌ-Si 
LEDs will likely prove to be an Achilles’ heel in optoelectronic applications. 
The nonlinear optical properties of ʌ-Si may also prove useful for devices. Second 
harmonic generation has been observed from ʌ-Si with a magnitude two orders greater 
than that from c-Si owing to the large surface-to-volume ratio of ʌ-Si (63). A large 
optically induced absorption change has been observed in ʌ-Si (64). This phenomenon 
has been used to form all-optical logic gates in ʌ-Si and raises the possibility of 
fabricating all-optical integrated circuits on Si (43,64,65). 
 
Silicon Nanocrystals 
 
Rather than produce nanometer-size Si crystals by etching, as in ʌ-Si, there have been 
numerous attempts at growing them either directly from a gas phase or indirectly by 
recrystallization within a matrix (14,26,66-68). In fact, the observation of a nanoparticle-
size dependence of the PL energy in very small Si crystals passivated with hydrogen (69) 
predates the similar finding in ʌ-Si (25). Takagi et al. (69) found that the PL peak energy 
varied as 1/d
2
 (3 < d < 5 nm), where d is the Si nanocrystal diameter, in accordance with 
quantum confinement effects predicted by a simple effective mass model. As for ʌ-Si, 
however, the emitted light energy generally falls below that expected from calculations of 
the energy gap for Si spheres (17). Also, the confinement effect is seen (69-71) or not 
seen (72) in emission depending on sample preparation. Interpretation of the nanocrystal 
PL spectra suffers from the same ambiguities as ʌ-Si, i.e., nanocrystal size distribution 
effects and surface chemistry effects (68). In addition, the nanocrystal structure may 
deviate from the cubic diamond structure for very small Si nanoclusters (14). 
Calculations (73,74) have shown that luminescence in Si nanocrystals can be due to 
excitons trapped at the surface, which is passivated by hydrogen or silicon oxide, while 
the optical absorption is characteristic of quantum confinement effects. In definitive 
experiments (75), the indirect nature of the Si band gap has been seen from phonon-
assisted PL and absorption spectra for small (1–2 nm in diameter) surface-oxidized 
nanocrystals. The red PL quantum efficiency and lifetime is similar to that found for ʌ-Si 
(75) indicating a similar light emission mechanism involving quantum-confined 
nanocrystal states. The observation of phonon assisted optical transitions in oxidized Si 
nanocrystals has also been reported by Kovalev et al. (76) and they found that for 
confinement energies above 0.7 eV the radiative transitions are governed by no-phonon 
quasidirect processes. Direct measurements of the conduction and valence band edges of 
Si nanocrystals with diameters from 1 to 5 nm using x-ray absorption and photoemission 
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spectra have confirmed the quantum size effect in the band structure (77). However, the 
increase of the band gap with decreasing nanocrystal size is lower overall than that 
predicted by theory. Thus, the vagaries and complexities of the nanocrystal-interface-
surface system are difficult to unravel. Nevertheless, further developments of the Si-
nanocrystal/SiO2-matrix system have resulted in the observation of optical gain in such 
structures (78), although no laser action has yet been reported. 
Interesting results have come from a PL study of individual oxidized Si nanocrystals 
imaged in the far field using a laser scanning confocal microscope (79). Mason et al. 
observed a distribution of emission wavelengths, vibronic structure, and, notably, 
luminescence intermittency and irreversible photo-bleaching. The blinking nature of the 
PL from individual nanocrystals indicates a strong coupling between excitons and the 
surface of the quantum-dot-like nanocrystal. The phonon-assisted PL structure exhibits a 
much larger splitting than that found in c-Si and is ascribed to Si-O-Si vibrational 
stretching modes associated with the oxide passivating layer on the nanocrystal. Thus in 
this system the PL is mediated by the surface of the Si nanocrystal: excitons are confined 
near the surface and emission from these excitons is strongly coupled to vibrations in the 
surface passivating layer. The results imply that controlled modification of the surface by 
species other than oxygen should produce large differences in the PL yield. An 
unexpected verification of this idea has come from a totally unrelated development: the 
observation of intense blue PL at room temperature from Si nanocrystals formed within 
an a-Si matrix (80). The PL energy exhibits a size dependence and has a short lifetime 
(~500 ps), which is attributed to a novel quantum size effect resulting from the generation 
of resonant electronic states (81) in the Si nanocrystals. 
Nanocrystals of Si trapped in some matrix form an attractive system for device 
fabrication when compared with ʌ-Si, because of the increased surface stability and 
material rigidity. Visible EL has been observed, for example, from Si nanocrystals 
embedded in films of a-Si:H (82) and from an electrochemically-formed nanocrystalline 
Si thin ﬁlm deposited on SnO2 (83). In the latter case the p-i-n LED at room temperature 
emitted orange-red light (1.8 eV) that was readily visible to the eye. The light emission is 
ascribed variously to near surface states (84) and the quantum size effect (83). Also, 
infrared emission near 1.1 eV has been obtained from a room-temperature EL device 
comprised of Si nanocrystals embedded within a Si-rich SiO2-x matrix (84). The PL from 
this structure has an external quantum efficiency of 10
-3
. Substantial progress in the 
development of such nanocrystalline-Si EL structures can be expected in future. 
 
Quantum Wells, Wires, and Dots 
 
One of the major problems involved in ʌ-Si and Si-nanocluster research and 
development work is the inhomogeneity of the material. Such inhomogenous broadening 
effects in the PL and EL can be minimized by preparing uniform Si structures in the form 
of quantum wells, wires, or dots. Such structures can readily be produced directly by 
modern epitaxial growth techniques such as planar epitaxy, quantum wire formation 
along wafer steps, and dot self assembly, or indirectly by etching appropriate planar 
structures in the case of wires and dots. The predicted Si transition energies (85,86) due 
to the different degrees of quantum confinement show that appreciable confinement 
effects are seen only for diameters less than 3 nm (see Fig. 2). Apart from ʌ-Si, etched 
structures of this size have been difficult to produce in Si until recently. 
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Figure 2.  Enlargement of the energy gap in Si quantum wells, wires, and dots according 
to effective mass theory. (After Ref. 85) 
 
The simplest approach is to grow thin quantum wells of Si separated by wide band 
gap barriers. Suitable barrier candidates are SiO2, CaF2, and Al2O3 (87) and SiO2 has the 
additional advantage of being an excellent passivator of Si (88). Although a number of 
Si/barrier superlattices have been produced in the past (89) none has produced convincing 
evidence for quantum confinement induced emission until 1995. In that year, Lu et al. 
(90) reported visible light emission at room temperature from ultrathin-layer Si/SiO2 
superlattices grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) that exhibited a clear quantum 
confinement shift with Si layer thickness. According to effective mass theory and 
assuming infinite potential barriers, which is a reasonable approximation since wide-gap 
(9 eV) 1-nm-thick SiO2 barriers are used, the energy gap E for one-dimensionally 
confined Si should vary as 
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where Eg is the bulk material band gap and me* and mh* are the electron and hole effective 
masses (91). This simple model is a reasonable first approximation to compare with 
experiment for quantum wells (86). As can be seen in Fig. 3, the shift in PL peak energy 
with Si well thickness d is well represented by Eq. [1], with ( ) 272.060.1 −+= deVE . The 
very thin layers of Si (1 < d < 3 nm) have a disordered, but nearly crystalline, structure 
owing to the growth conditions and the huge strain at the Si–SiO2 interfaces (92). 
However, by reducing considerably the SiO2 thickness, epitaxial growth of the Si layers 
can be achieved (93). The fitted Eg of 1.60 eV is larger than that expected for c-Si (1.12 
eV at 295 K), but is in excellent agreement with that of bulk a-Si (1.5–1.6 eV at 295 K). 
The indications of direct band-to-band recombination were confirmed by measurements 
via x-ray techniques of the conduction and valence band shifts with layer thickness 
(90,94). The fitted confinement parameter of 0.72 eV/nm
2
 indicates me* § mh* § 1, 
comparable to the effective masses of c-Si at room temperature (87) The integrated 
intensity at first rises sharply with decreasing Si thickness until d § 1.5 nm and then 
decreases again, which is consistent with quantum well exciton emission (95,96). The PL 
intensity is enhanced by factors of up to 100 on annealing and is also selectively 
enhanced and band-width narrowed by incorporation into an optical microcavity (97). In 
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a higher quality cavity, a very sharp (17 meV full width at half maximum) PL peak has 
been observed (98). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  The PL peak energy (open circles) and integrated intensity (full circles) at 
room temperature in d-Si/a-SiO2 superlattices as a function of Si layer thickness. The 
solid line is the fit to the peak energy by effective mass theory (Eq. [1]). (After Ref. 91) 
 
More recently, PL has been observed from c-Si quantum wells (99-103). Ultrathin 
single quantum wells of crystalline silicon (c-Si) confined by SiO2 were prepared by 
chemical processing of commercial silicon-on-insulator wafers. The PL produced by 
these nanometer-thick single wells comprised two bands, as shown in Fig. 4: One 
exhibited a fixed energy (1.8 eV), while the second increased rapidly in peak energy with 
decreasing c-Si layer thickness (101,102). Comparison with theories based on self-
consistent (104) and first-principles calculations (105) shows that the increase in PL peak 
energy is consistent with that predicted for the c-Si energy gap of such wells (see Fig. 5) 
and it also agrees with the measured band gap variation with quantum well thickness 
(106). The 1.8 eV PL band is attributed to recombination of electron-hole pairs confined 
at the c-Si/SiO2 interface (102). 
Subsequent work by Cho et al. (107) has confirmed the observation of quantum 
confinement induced PL from c-Si/SiO2 wells produced by high temperature thermal 
oxidation of ELTRAN SOI wafers, but in this case weak or no interface mediated PL was 
seen. 
Room temperature PL at visible wavelengths has also been observed from MBE-
grown nanocrystalline Si/CaF2 superlattices (89), but in this case the luminescence is 
related to localized states located well below the Si layer optical absorption edge (108). 
Nevertheless, these states do exhibit some sensitivity to confinement effects. Likewise, 
the visible PL observed in Si/SiNx superlattices grown by MBE in association with an 
electron-cyclotron-resonance plasma surface treatment (109) exhibited only a weak 
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dependence on quantum well confinement compared with Si/SiO2. Further evidence of 
confinement-induced PL in plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)-
grown Si/SiNx single quantum well structures has been obtained by Steigmeier et al. 
(110). 
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Figure 4.  Room temperature PL from single c-Si/a-SiO2 quantum wells of different 
thickness. The PL line shape has been fitted with the two bands (indicated by the solid 
line passing through the data points) shown below by the solid lines. The dashed line is 
the fitted background. (After Ref. 101) 
 
Theoretical calculations of the optical properties of Si/SiO2 superlattices based on an 
empirical pseudopotential homojunction model (111) revealed that for Si layers in the 
(100) direction the energy gap is pseudodirect, i.e., the optical transition matrix element 
is smaller than that of a direct transition as in bulk GaAs. Nevertheless, the energy 
increases with decreasing Si quantum-well thickness and the transition matrix element 
increases steeply up to ~2 nm thickness and then decreases again in general agreement 
with the experimental results. Tight binding bandstructure calculations for Sim/(SiO2)n 
crystalline superlattices with the number of unit cells m,n  5 show a striking new feature 
(112). Besides the expected increase in the band gap due to quantum confinement, the 
confined bands along the ī–Z symmetry direction are essentially dispersionless and 
exhibit a strongly-nested direct band gap character at the minimum energy gap of the 
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system. Thus, these superlattices produce a high radiative efficiency for a 1–3 nm (m = 
2–5) Si layer thickness (112), as found experimentally (100-102). The self-consistent 
electronic structures of Si/CaF2 superlattices have been calculated by means of the linear 
muffin-tin orbital method in the atomic-sphere approximation (113). These calculations 
could not explain the experimental difference between absorption and PL in such 
superlattices (see Ref. 108 and references therein), but they did emphasize that both 
quantum confinement and adequate passivation of the Si layers are necessary in order to 
observe visible wavelength PL. 
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Figure 5.  Experimental results (ż,Ƒ) for the energies of the two PL bands of single c-
Si/a-SiO2 quantum wells as a function of well thickness compared with the theory of 
Agrawal and Agrawal (Ɣ) (104) and Carrier et al. (×) (105). The solid line is an 
interpolation of the theoretical data. The error bars represent the standard deviation in the 
peak energy determined from the fits. The horizontal solid line is a least-squares fit to the 
data of peak number 1. (After Ref. 102) 
 
The PL obtained from as-grown and annealed Si/SiO2 superlattices offers interesting 
prospects for the fabrication of a Si-based light emitter that can be tuned from the blue to 
the near infrared by varying the Si layer thickness and/or the annealing conditions, all 
using available vacuum deposition technology and standard Si wafer processing 
techniques. The luminescence can be very bright indeed due to a high quantum efficiency 
resulting from strong confinement of carriers and nearly perfect Si/SiO2 interfaces 
especially in annealed samples, which reduces competing defect-induced interface 
recombination.  The next important step is to develop LEDs based on such superlattices. 
Several prototype devices have been constructed in Si/SiO2 (114-119) and Si/CaF2 (120) 
and all report visible EL, although as yet there is no strong evidence in many cases that 
the emission originates from confined states in the Si quantum wells. The EL from the 
Si/SiO2 superlattices is notably stable (114,115). An optically pumped light emitting 
device is certainly possible, but an electrically excited LED requires vertical carrier 
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transport through the wide band gap a-SiO2 barriers. Fortunately, for thin enough barriers 
such transport via hole tunneling has been observed (121,122). Remarkably, a silicon 
light-emitting transistor for on-chip optical interconnection has been produced (123). 
Following a theoretical prediction of a large optical gain in ultra thin silicon quantum 
wells (124), Saito et al. (125) have recently observed optical gain and stimulated 
emission by current injection into an ultra thin layer of silicon embedded in a resonant 
optical cavity. Thus the production of a laser based on such structures is now a real 
possibility. 
Quantum wires obtained by etching Si/Si1-xGex heterostructures have been 
investigated by several groups (see, for example, Refs. 126 and 127). In PL 
measurements, wires defined by electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching have 
shown small blue shifts of up to 30 meV in the Si1-xGex alloy peak at ~1.1 eV due to a 
combination of strain and confinement (126,127). Alternatively, Si1-xGex wires have been 
grown on V groove patterned Si substrates (128): The infrared emission (PL and EL) in 
this case exhibits a large optical anisotropy (129). No significant intensity enhancements 
compared with PL from quantum well transitions have been realized in these wire 
structures. 
Until recently, it has not been possible to produce thin enough freestanding wires of 
c-Si by etching techniques to observe quantum confinement effects, although room 
temperature PL at wavelengths from 400–850 nm is found for pillars with diameters ~10 
nm (see, for example, Refs. 130-132 and references therein). Recently, an EL device 
based on such Si nanopillars has been produced: The device emitted red light that was 
visible to the naked eye (133). New etching techniques have now been developed for 
fabricating Si quantum wires with dimensions in the sub-10-nm region that after thermal 
oxidation should allow investigation of the optical properties of sub-2-nm wires in 
conventional wire (134) and free-standing pillar (135) form. The direct growth of free 
standing Si nanowires by various vapor transport methods is now being explored (see Ref. 
136 and references therein).  
Theoretical calculations of the electronic structure and optical properties of H 
passivated Si quantum wires have been reported by a number of research groups (see, for 
example, Ref. 137 and references therein). First principles calculations show the same 
band nesting phenomenon and near-flat dispersion along the ī–Z symmetry (wire) 
direction, as described above for Si quantum wells, and the occurrence of direct gaps 
(137,138). 
Attention has now turned mainly to the production of Si1-xGex quantum dots (139), as 
these produce the strongest confinement effects for a given diameter or can achieve 
desired confinements with smaller diameters than for wires. A number of first principles 
calculations have been performed for H-passivated Si quantum dots (see Ref. 140 and 
references therein) and they all show a steep increase in the optical gap energy with 
decreasing dot size below 3–5 nm. Quantum dots fabricated by etching Si/ Si1-xGex 
superlattices have produced 4-K PL at 0.97 eV that is 200 times brighter in 60 nm dots 
compared with the unetched superlattice PL (141). Similar studies of Si1-xGex dots 
fabricated by self-assembling island growth on Si have shown an increased luminescence 
efficiency due to the localization of excitons in the dots (142). In the latter case, the dots 
were buried in Si, which has the advantage of minimizing surface defect recombination. 
In both cases, EL has been observed from diode structures at low temperatures (142,143) 
and at room temperature (143). The infrared EL at 4.2 K in the dot is two orders of 
magnitude higher in intensity than in the as-grown superlattice. At room temperature, the 
dot EL at 1.3 µm is only 50% less efficient, with a threshold injection current of ~0.1 
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pA/dot and an electrical input to optical output power conversion efficiency of 0.14% 
(143). 
In subsequent work on Si quantum dots ~10 nm in size formed in a-Si/SiO2 
superlattices by controlled crystallization, Tsybeskov et al. (144) have shown that the PL 
emitted near 1.1 eV is remarkably efficient (~0.2% external quantum efficiency at 300 K) 
compared with c-Si. The observation of sharp structure in the superlattice PL spectrum 
proves that the Si dots are extremely pure, primarily as a result of self-purification during 
thermal crystallization (144). The high room temperature quantum efficiency indicates 
that strong luminescence in indirect gap semiconductor dots does not necessarily require 
strong quantum confinement, but can arise simply from spatial confinement in well 
passivated nanocrystals. Finally, a shift of the PL peak toward higher energies was found 
with smaller-size (< 10 nm) Si dots. The PL in such dots can be tuned up in energy by 
confinement and down in energy by alloying of Ge with Si. The latter case has been 
investigated in MBE-grown Si0.5Ge0.5 dots in a coherent wave superlattice structure. Here, 
strong no-phonon PL was obtained at ~0.8 eV (1.55 µm) that could easily be varied in 
wavelength by changing the Ge content (1,145). The SiGe dot electron-hole 
recombination can not only be efficient but also very fast (see Ref. 146 for a review). 
It is quite conceivable that this diverse work on Si quantum dots could lead to a new 
generation of Si/Si1-xGex optoelectronic devices at the optical fiber communication 
wavelengths of 1.3 and 1.55 µm. 
 
Prospects for Silicon Based Optoelectronic Devices 
 
Although a considerable number of optical detectors and waveguide structures have 
been created from Si-based materials (5,8-10,147.148) there is still a paucity of LEDs 
constructed from Si and, most importantly for many all-Si optoelectronic applications, no 
lasers [apart from optically-pumped Si Raman lasers (9)]. The requirements for an 
acceptable semiconductor laser for optical fiber applications are rather stringent: 5–10 
mW of laser facet power at 1.3 or 1.55 µm, maximum laser threshold less than 70 mA, 
spectral width less than 10 nm, operation over the temperature range -40°C to +85°C, 
average lifetime of 10
6
 hr, and low cost (147). 
Of the materials systems considered here, LEDs made from Si:Er show the most 
immediate promise for device applications at 1.54 µm. An optoelectronic device has been 
constructed (1,9) comprising an edge emitting Si:Er LED integrated with a Si waveguide 
on a SOI substrate. The EL linewidth of such LEDs at room temperature is approximately 
10 nm (136). This narrow linewidth and the fixed emission wavelength augers well for 
optical fiber communication systems with high bandwidth capacity. Optical gain at 1.54 
µm has been obtained in suitable Si waveguide structures (137) and laser emission could 
follow if the room temperature quantum efficiency can be improved sufficiently, 
although this seems now to be unlikely. 
Porous Si LEDs emitting at orange-red wavelengths are no longer just a curiosity 
with the announcement of LEDs having reasonable external quantum efficiencies (0.1%), 
lifetimes of the order of years (58) and low driving voltages (2–5 V) in forward bias 
(151), and also of devices with integrated Si transistor drivers (59). Apart from display 
applications (59), however, the long lifetime and broad linewidth of the optical emission 
will limit optical communications applications of ʌ-Si LEDs, and it is not clear whether 
current injection lasers will ever be made from ʌ-Si. The need to be compatible with 
existing large-scale Si processing also leads to difficulties with electrochemically created 
ʌ-Si. It is likely that oxidized Si nanoparticles will eventually prove to be superior to ʌ-Si 
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in this regard and also in device stability, but the long lifetime and wide band width of the 
emitted light are still going to limit device performance. Nevertheless, ʌ-Si is a versatile 
material and offers extremely diverse optoelectronic functionality to Si in the areas of 
infrared and visible waveguiding, photodetection, and photomodulation (152). 
Light emission from quantum well and dot structures may yet hold the most promise 
for producing lasers at wavelengths across the visible into the infrared. The Si/SiO2 
multiple (89) and single quantum well structures are well suited for visible and near-
infrared wavelength lasers at room temperature. Their optical absorption characteristics 
are ideal for optical pumping in a planar microcavity and their electrical characteristics 
are amenable to injection laser design. With the recent observation of stimulated emission 
by Saito et al. (125), this system holds the most promise at present for room temperature 
laser action. Quantum dot LEDs made from Si/Si1-xGex (143,146) show considerable 
potential for laser applications at 1.3 and possibly 1.55 µm. However, much more 
research and development work on these structures is required before this potential can 
be realized. 
In conclusion, considerable progress has been made over the last decade on obtaining 
efficient light emission from a wide variety of Si-based materials. This work has led to 
the development of light emitting devices that are just now reaching useful performance 
levels. The intensity of research and development on light emission in Si is increasing as 
a result of these stimulating advances in materials engineering and technology. It is likely 
that a Si-based injection laser will emerge from this research in the near future, although 
the actual active laser material could be none of those discussed here, because of the 
burgeoning diversification (7,9,10,106,121,146,153-158) in Si-based materials and their 
applications. 
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